Tissue traction microscopy to quantify muscle contraction within precision-cut lung slices.
In asthma, acute bronchospasm is driven by contractile forces of airway smooth muscle (ASM). These forces can be imaged in the cultured ASM cell, or assessed in the muscle strip and the tracheal/bronchial ring, but in each case, the ASM is studied in isolation from the native airway milieu. Here we introduce a novel platform called tissue traction microscopy (TTM) to measure ASM contractile force within porcine and human precision-cut lung slices (PCLS). Compared to the conventional measurements of lumen area changes in PCLS, TTM measurements of ASM force changes are: (1) more sensitive to bronchoconstrictor stimuli, (2) less variable across airways, and (3) provide spatial information. Notably, within every human airway, TTM measurements revealed local regions of high ASM contraction that we call 'stress hotspots'. As an acute response to cyclic stretch, these hotspots promptly decreased but eventually recovered in magnitude, spatial location, and orientation, consistent with local ASM fluidization and resolidification, respectively. By enabling direct and precise measurements of ASM force, TTM should accelerate pre-clinical studies of airway reactivity.